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INTRODUCTION 

Everybody’s green! Hollywood’s green! Wal-Mart is green! Even 

Demi Moore is green (apparently)!  Have you joined GREEN 

REVOLUTION?   

Green is so prevalent today that it’s tempting to be sick of it all!  But that would be a 

shame.  Our world has tremendously serious issues affecting the way we live and the 

world around us TODAY!  The effects of environmental degradation will have even 

greater consequences for our children and grandchildren. 

My grandmother (no longer with us) would be shocked to discover…. 
 

 We buy water in bottles for more than the cost of gasoline! 

 A pregnant woman CANNOT eat a tuna sandwich because of mercury poisoning! 

 You can’t swim in the ocean after a rain storm without risking your health. 

 

The point: Don’t get sleepy about the Green Movement!   Little 
efforts by all of us can make a huge difference. 

This EBook is intended to show you useful methods that you can implement NOW to 

save energy conserve water and contribute to the planet’s health.  Our homes 

create a huge drain on the environment, adding an enormous burden to 

climate change, as the following quote demonstrates: 

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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“Data from the US Energy Information Administration illustrates that buildings are 

responsible for almost half (48%) of all 

energy consumption and greenhouse gas 

emissions annually; globally the percentage 

is even greater.   Clearly, immediate action in 

the building sector is essential if we are to 

avoid hazardous climate change.” 

~Architecture2030.com 

Making changes at home will 

have a huge effect.   

Whether you’re building new for the first time our buying a fixer-upper, you can 

upgrade your home into an energy efficient system that will not only shrink your carbon 

footprint, it will help you save money on regular heating, cooling, and electricity costs. 

Although we can no longer build homes and buildings that ignore energy efficiency, the 

existing stock of almost 70 million “detached” (single family) homes in the USA can 

easily become 10 - 20% more energy efficient. 

 

You can upgrade your home into an energy 

efficient system that will not only shrink your 

carbon footprint, but save money on heating, 

cooling, and electricity. 

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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So turn off your TV  

Take a look around your house and start TODAY - make a 
difference! 

Save money - Save the planet  

~ 50 tips and techniques you can use now! 

~ Real usable techniques from a professional custom 
home builder – not just fluff 

~Green builder divulges the answers and 

shares his secrets 

You’ve heard of the Industrial Revolution … 

And seen the Technology Revolution … 

   JOIN the Green Revolution and SAVE the WORLD! 

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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HOW TO USE THIS EBOOK  

Where do you stand?  Knowing your current energy usage will help you to appreciate 

the potential benefits of greening your home. Having a benchmark will allow you to 

measure the difference between what you’re using now compared to after you’ve 

Greened! 

To begin, determine your climate ….. 

Green strategies are different depending on your climate – what may work in Southern 

California could be the wrong approach in Minnesota for example. 

So, where do you fit in these four typical types of climate? 

 Hot and dry 

 Hot and humid 

 Cold and dry 

 Cold and humid 

 

This will have an impact on the types of building materials you choose (insulation, 

windows and doors, roofing, and so on) what types of plants are best for your area, as 

well as what kinds of clean energy you can generate.  

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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5 Minute Energy Audit 

Now, take stock of how much energy you consume. A quick way to determine this is to 

gather up your utility bills—preferably for a year or more. Add up what you’re spending 

on the various types of utilities: 

• Electric – figure out total and average kilowatts(KW) 

• Gas – Cubic Feet or Therms or Gallons  

• Heating Oil - Gallons 

• Water – CCF (1CCF= 748 gallons) 
 

Energy star yardstick  

 

Your goal 

 

 

Determine your current energy and water consumption, tuck this information away so 

that you can refer back to if once you’ve lived in your new, energy efficient home for a 

time and be amazed at the savings you’re achieving! 

Get the kids involved! 

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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ENERGY – WHY YOU SHOULD 

CARE ABOUT IT! 

Energy is an important part of our everyday lives – try living without it!  Even though our 

electrical grid is outdated – we are way ahead of most countries. 

 The 3 Main Home Energy Uses are:  

o Heating/Cooling - half of your energy bill could be going to this area, 

costing you upwards of $2,000 every year. 

o Water Heating - Roughly 15-25% of the energy used in the average 

American home is consumed for heating water.  

o Lighting - 22% of all electricity in the US is spend on lighting, costing the 

country a whopping $55 billion every year! 

 The USA gobbles up 25% of the world’s energy production – we are only 5% of 

the population! 

 US Buildings are responsible for almost half (48%) of our energy consumption. 

 World Population is still booming and developing countries like China and India 

are just starting to become major energy consumers!   

World population 7.70 billion   

China 1.386 billion  19.5% 

India 1.339 billion  16.9% 

USA 325.7 million  4.5% 

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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 Imagine 2050 – only 30 years away! – with 9 billion people 

Today, the most common sources of electricity and heating are from fossil fuels: 

  

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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Fossil Fuels  
 Oil  

 Gas  

 Coal  

 Electricity (created by coal, oil and gas) 

 

“Green” energy technologies and smart, eco-friendly systems can dramatically reduce a 

home’s energy consumption.  According to the Energy Information Administration, 2.2 

kilowatts of power are lost for every kilowatt of electricity we use as a result of 

“phantom loss.”  Therefore, if you save 1 kilowatt at home, you’ve made a 3.2 kilowatt 

reduction overall!  Increased use of renewable energy – energy produced from 

environmentally safe and “renewable” resources like the sun, wind, water and ground – 

can further limit our use of toxic and limited fossil fuel supplies. 

Conservation and efficiency is our fastest and 

easiest improvement! 

Switching to renewable energy will go a long way to reducing our dependence on 

foreign oil, will create all kinds of new green jobs, and will help our country become 

more carbon neutral. There are many ways to generate clean, renewable energy, many 

of which can be used in residential homes. The most common types include  

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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Renewables  
 Solar  - Solar 101 – Watch the Video 

 Bio-Fuel  

 Hydro  

 Wind 

 Geothermal 

 

 

 

  

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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THE KEY TO GREEN BUILDING - PASSIVE SOLAR DESIGN! 

You might as well have it right up front!  The KEY to Green Building… 

 

The KEY is the relationship of the Sun to the Building.  The basic premise of Passive 

Solar Design is allowing the sun in and keeping it out through the design of the 

structure.  This illustration shows how the hot summer sun is shielded by the roof 

overhand and the winter sun enters the house and warms the interior. 

BUT 

When you have an existing house – it’s kind of hard to relocate it!!!!   So we are going to 

show you how to work with your existing home. 

Find out how to easily determine your solar angle and the proper overhang sizes in 

“Solar Overhang Calculator” CLICK HERE. 

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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FREE ENERGY NOW - DAY LIGHTING 

The technique of day lighting is another principal of passive solar design – using natural 

(free) daylight is not only nicer than artificial light but it saves money and energy. 

Consider that the USA uses close to 20% of its 
energy for lighting! 

SOLAR TUBES 

Solar tubes can easily be added to your home. If you have a dark area in the house – a 

hallway, bathroom or even the garage – there shall be light!  Watch the Video 

These are fabulous and only cost a couple hundred bucks 
installed! 

Not that difficult to install 

particularly if you have a 

composition (tar shingles) roof.  

Many new options exist for the 

interior appearance. 

 

SKYLIGHTS 

Correctly located, skylights not only shed light but operable skylights are terrific for 

venting as well.  Be careful of locating on north or south sides depending on the 

light/heat possibilities and watch out for areas where snow accumulates. 

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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LIGHTING WITH LEDs 

Talk about leaps and bounds in technology! LEDs use up to 85% less electricity than 

incandescent bulbs (the regular old bulb).  The below examples all work in conventional 

Edison fixtures.  Watch the Video about LED’s 

 

Forget about fluorescents – this technology leapfrogs 

fluorescents! 

LEDs are semiconductors that emit light when a current passes through them. Smaller, 

lighter and more durable than conventional lighting products, they already are used in 

traffic signals and many other products.   Home applications include outdoor security 

lights, holiday lighting, task lighting, and more. 

 

 

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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LED's use up to 85% less electricity than 

incandescent bulbs (the regular old bulb). 

 

An LED bulb can cost anywhere between $10 and $75 bucks.  WOW!!!  That may seem 

expensive, but remember that these bulbs will last 100 times longer than incandescent 

bulbs (and 10 times longer than compact fluorescents (CFLs)) and use 85% less energy 

than regular bulbs. 

We outfitted this Green House with LED fixtures for $20.42 per fixture including light 

bulbs.  This was in 2008 - now you can you can buy all kinds of LED bulbs at your local 

hardware store. 

This one is lots of fun – use it as a 
disco light – it can be any color or a 

variety of changing colors! 

 

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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SANTA CLAUSE TIP – make sure to use LED 
Christmas lights – far more efficient than the Mini 

Lights! 

 

FLUORESCENT BULBS 

OK – if you’re not adventurous enough to experiment with LEDs 

just yet, use fluorescents - DO IT NOW!!!   

I know you’ve heard it before but this is one of the simplest ways we 

can reduce our need for foreign oil! 

Get rid of your incandescent bulbs.  Thank you Thomas Edison but the world has 

changed!  Incandescent bulbs are horribly inefficient creating a huge amount of heat 

which adds an extra burden to your home cooling system.  Watch the Fluorescent Video 

 

1. Outline of Glass bulb  
2. Low pressure inert gas (argon, neon, 

nitrogen)  
3. Tungsten filament  
4. Contact wire (goes out of stem)  
5. Contact wire (goes into stem)  
6. Support wires  
7. Stem (glass mount)  
8. Contact wire (goes out of stem)  
9. Cap (sleeve)  
10. Insulation (vitrite)  

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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11. Electrical contact  

 

An incandescent bulb converts only 10% of the 

energy into light … the rest into heat … over  

300 degrees!  

When purchasing florescent bulbs, be sure 

to check for:  

 COLOR TEMPERATURE  

 WATTAGE 

Most people complain the compact 

fluorescent bulbs (CFLs) are too bright and 

white. 

The lower the “color temperature” the 

more yellow the light – see scale here.  

Therefore, if you want bulbs to look like 

your old incandescent bulbs choose the 

temperature around 2600 – sometimes 

called “warm”.    

The wattage of your bulbs will also affect how they look in your home. Try 9 watt CFL 

bulbs instead of 14 watt. Below, we’ve included some of the labels you’ll find on light 

bulb packages to help you prepare for your lighting selection. 

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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Color (temperature) 

 

  

 
 
 

Watts 

   

 

 

 

 

  

Soft white 

 

Day light Bright white 

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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AWNINGS - KEEP THE SUN OUT! 

Another passive solar technique for your existing home is 

keeping the sun out!    

The Sun … ENEMY or FRIEND!   

If you have south or west facing windows where the sun is 

baking you like a hot apple pie in Granny's oven - try 

installing an awning that keeps the summer sun out. 

The photo here shows awnings being installed – check out 

how the shadow line perfectly shields the hot western sun on the right side window … 

the left window is still exposed! 

SUNSHADES   

A sunshade is an innovative way to create a 

shady, air-filled outdoor room.  Perfect for 

hot dry climates, sunshades don’t trap hot 

air like an enclosed porch.  This shade 

structure shelters you from the sun’s rays 

while allowing the cool breezes.  

Watch the Sunshade Video 

  

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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PERGOLA 

Another way to shield the sun from coming 

in the house is an outdoor pergola.  Like 

sunshades and awnings, pergolas help to 

shade portions of your windows, creating a 

cooling effect for interior and exterior spaces 

without the use of energy! 

The Wisteria vine adds additional shade in 

the summer and allows light to enter in the 

winter. 

SHADE TREE 

Here’s a fabulous passive 

technique if you are stuck 

with a home that has the 

windows in the wrong 

place!  A deciduous tree 

(the leaves fall off in the 

fall/winter) is the perfect 

passive solar device to 

keep a house cool in the 

summer and warm in the 

winter!  

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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Here’s how it works: during the summer, leaves shade the house from the heat beaming 

into the windows. Then, as the seasons change and the leaves fall and the tree no 

longer blocks the sun - now the sun enters the home just where it’s needed. 

Evergreen trees might be a better choice for 

homes in warmer climates. 

If you live in a climate that stays warm all year-round, an evergreen tree will continue to 

shade your home every month of the year. 

APPLIANCES   

Get rid of old appliances! 

 

 Regardless of age, if your washing machine is a top loader, 

replace your old unit with a front-loading washer. The water 

and power savings make this switch worth it.  

 If your fridge was manufactured before 2001, replace it with 

an ENERGY STAR model.  

 Dishwashers that were made prior to 1994 should also be replaced rather than 

repaired. Choose an ENERGY STAR dishwasher to ensure the most efficient 

water- and energy-use.  

 If your air conditioner has reached its tenth birthday, haul it to a recycler and 

buy a new ENERGY STAR model.  

 Water heaters (both gas and electric) older than 10 years should be replaced 

with high-efficiency heaters. 

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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Look for the ENERGY STAR rating.  ENERGY STAR qualifies all sorts of products, including 

air conditioners, ceiling fans, dishwashers, cordless phones, dehumidifiers, light bulbs, 

refrigerators, skylights, washers, and even windows.  

In 2006, Americans saved the same amount of energy as 25 

million cars by purchasing ENERGY STAR products, cutting 

national energy bills by $14 billion. 

HVAC OR HEATING VENTILATION AND 

AIR CONDITIONING 

Depending on your climate approximately 45% - 65% of your energy usage goes to 

heating and/or cooling your home.  Improving the systems that provide heating and/or 

cooling for your home will go a very long way to cutting your energy bills and reducing 

your greenhouse gas emissions.  And, many fixes are SIMPLE! 

DIGITAL THERMOSTAT 

Start by installing a programmable thermostat – if you don’t already have one.  It’s an 

easy job!  Setting your heat/cool cycles to automatically conform to your time schedule 

saves energy and money.  You don’t need to be heating or cooling your 

home as intensely while you’re at work or sleeping, right? 

For example – schedule the temperature to increase or decrease by 5 – 10 degrees.  

Here’s a suggested schedule: 

 Turn up at 6am if you get up at 7am  

 Turn down at 9am when you go to work 

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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 Turn up at 4pm before you return home 

 Turn down at 11pm for the night 

Of course, you need to determine a schedule that works for you, but a digital 

thermostat will take the guesswork and hassle out of having to change your home’s 

temperature setting manually. 

HVAC FILTER 

Many people don’t even know if their system has an air filter.  If you have a forced air 

system (hot air comes out of ducts in floor, wall or ceiling), it usually has a filtration 

medium.  All the dog hair, dust and other stuff flows through this filter.  Most can be 

removed and cleaned with a vacuum or hose.  

By performing this maintenance every 4 months your HVAC filter will function more 

efficiently and cleanly. 

NOTE: If you have a hot water baseboard system, 
a radiator system or electric baseboard – your 

maintenance will be somewhat different.  
Contact your local contractor. 
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HVAC TUNE UP 

An air filter isn’t the only thing you can maintain to keep your HVAC system running 

smoothly. Having an overall tune-up is another great idea. 

If you have a heating system that is older than 5 – 10 years, get a local heating 

contractor to do an overall service on the unit.  Some of the older units are so inefficient 

compared to today’s systems – it can be cost effective to change the entire system.  

Here is a list of items a local service contract should cover: 

20 Step Check list for your Furnace 

1.  Infrared camera inspection of furnace heat exchanger 
2.  Measure and adjust gas pressure for peak efficiency 
3.  Test ignition system for safe & proper operation 
4.  Test safety & control circuits for proper operation 
5.  Test exhaust system for proper 
6.  Clean blower motor and blower assembly 
7.  Measure temperature differences Supply/Return 
8.  Inspect and adjust fan belt tension (if applicable) 
9.  Calibrate & level thermostat 
10.  Brush, clean and vacuum burner 
11.  Brush, clean and vacuum heat exchangers 
12.  Test furnace flame for safe burn operation 
13.  Lubricate all moving parts, per manufacturer 
15.  Measure amperage and voltage of blower motor 
16.  Tighten and inspect all electrical wiring 
17.  Clean upper and lower combustion vents 
18.  Test for natural gas leaks 
19.  Clean furnace exterior 
20.  Inspect for combustible material around furnace 

 
This checklist will ensure your heating system in tip-top shape, which means more 
energy and cash savings for you. 
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TANKLESS WATER HEATERS 

A newer system – tankless hot water heaters, sometimes called on demand hot water 

systems – can greatly increase your energy savings.  Instead of heating water and 

storing it in a tank (waste of energy!), tankless water heaters heat water on demand, 

just as you need it. This saves on water heater energy costs significantly! 

However, a tankless system isn’t always a good fit. For instance, if you use a lot of hot 

water or if there is a great distance from the hot water system to the point of use, 

special care is required.   

According to the US Department of Energy,  “For 
homes that use 41 gallons or less of hot water daily, 

demand water heaters can be 24%–34% more 
energy efficient than conventional storage tank 

water heaters. They can be 8%–14% more energy 
efficient for homes that use a lot of hot water—

around 86 gallons per day.” 
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SOLAR ENERGY – IT’S NOT 

THAT COMPLICATED.   

Generating your own clean, renewable energy is another really great way to reduce 

greenhouse gases.   It will also protect you from increasing energy costs and the effects 

of peak time brown outs.  Solar 101 – Watch the Video 

There are two types of solar systems for the home:   

 Solar Hot Water or Hydronic Solar System – heats your water 

 Solar Electric or Photovoltaic Solar Systems – creates electricity 

 

SOLAR ELECTRIC – SIMPLE INFORMATION 

Adding a solar electric system to your 

home can be expensive and it can be a 

confusing process with state and 

federal rebates. 

BUT installing a solar 
electric system is 
probably the single best thing that you can do 
to SAVE the Planet! 

Here are some ballpark figures for you to mull over when considering solar electric: 

 200 watt panel x 5 = 1,000 Watts or 1 kilowatt KW 

http://theultimatehouse.com/
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 $8000 per Kilowatt is an average cost for solar panels these days 

 Average size system 3 KW cost $24,000 = 15 panels 

 They typically measure 36” x 60” – so you need a sunny spot to place ‘em 

 State rebates vary greatly and change frequently – check with your local installer 

 Federal tax credits just got a lot better in 2009, allowing you to receive a 30% rebate 

with no ceiling on the amount! 

 Try to find an installer who will take care of all the rebate programs – only charging you 

the net cost! 

 

SOLAR HOT WATER  

The second cousin to solar electric, solar 

hot water systems can often be justified 

with a faster return on 

your investment than a 

solar electric system!  Water is heated in a 

“collector,” and stored in a tank. 
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SOLAR POOL  

Solar heating your pool can be 

one of the most efficient uses 

of solar energy.  Unlike your 

house hot water which needs 

to get up to 120 degrees – a 

pool heater typically only 

needs to get to 80 degrees.  

Systems can have a quick 

return on investment, making them a sound financial choice. 

WATER - THERE’S NOT MUCH LEFT! 

A gigantic, looming problem that doesn’t seem to get much press is the World Wide 

Water Crisis.  Experts are predicting that wars will be fought over fresh water supplies in 

generations to come.          Water … the new Oil!!!! 

Presently, 1.1 billion people lack access to improved water supply and 2.4 billion to 

improved sanitation. This could increase to 2.3 billion by 2025.   Go back to the 

population graph! 

Water Facts: Did You Know... 
 Only 2% of the world’s water is fresh?   

 Nearly 20% all people on the planet lack access to fresh water? 
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Of all water on earth - 97.5% is salt water.  If all 

the earth’s water fit in a gallon jug, available 

fresh water would equal just over a tablespoon! 

 A person can live about a month without food, but only about a week without 

water.  

 A person needs 4 to 5 gallons of water per day to survive.  

 The average American individual uses 100 to 176 gallons of water at home each 

day.  

 The average African family uses about 5 gallons of water each day.   

As you can see, our current and coming water shortages have the potential to cause 

enormous suffering, both for Americans and for people in developing countries. We 

have to protect what clean water is left, and part of that effort will come from 

homeowners who take care to conserve water! 

WATER SERVICE - SHUT OFF CHECK    

Water costs are going up!   And you can bet this trend will continue. 

First thing to do is check for leaks. You can do this by: 

1. Shutting off all water in the house. 

2. Go outside and check the water meter: 

a. If it’s not moving you’re good to go. 

b. If the meter has moved, you’ve got a leak! 
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A small leak adds up – slow drips of water can 
add up to thousands of gallons a year 

 

SIMPLE POOL TIPS 

A typical American pool will cost the homeowner 

$2,000/year in energy cost! 

Most pools in the US will consume about the same amount 

of energy for heating and pumping water as an average 

home uses in three months! That’s a huge expense — close 

to $2,000 every year. 

You can significantly cut down on energy consumption for 

your pool with a few simple, inexpensive tips: 

 If you have a pool 10 years or older – check with your local contractor about 

replacing the pumps.  New efficient pumps can save as much as 75% on energy 

bills. 

 You can save even more by lowering your pool temperature to 78ºF, which is the 

temperature recommended by the American Red Cross for competitive 

swimming. 

 Use a pool cover – a number of options exist for simple, plastic, bubble type 

covers – evaporation is the major cause of energy loss with a pool - and also 

costs $ due to water loss. 
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GRAY WATER 

Looking at a house I was interested in buying, I noticed the drain pipe from the kitchen 

sink sticking out the side of the window and dumping water on the green weeds below.   

“What’s that?” I questioned the Realtor. 
“Oh, that’s a gray water system!” 

Hmmm… that’s one way to do it, and many simple, effective gray water systems exist.  

Unfortunately, most municipalities haven’t yet caught the vision of what gray water can 

do for our country. 

WHAT IS GRAY WATER? 

The following in an excerpt from the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality: 

"Gray water" is wastewater collected from clothes washers, bathtubs, showers, 

and laundry or bathroom sinks. If properly collected and stored, it can be safely 

re-used, thereby reducing fresh water consumption. Reuse of gray water can 

also reduce the load on septic tanks and leach fields. 

Gray water is distinguished from "black water", which is wastewater from toilets, 

kitchen sinks and dishwashers. Black water should never be reused in the home 

because of possible contamination by bacteria, viruses, and other pathogens. 

Gray water may contain food particles, detergent or soap residue, and possibly 

some human pathogens. But as a general rule, gray water does not require 

extensive chemical or biological treatment before being used for landscape 

irrigation. Gray water can be put to other uses. It is best to use gray water on 
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ornamental plants and lawns, or to irrigate trees, rather than on food plants, 

especially those that are often eaten raw; such as carrots or lettuce or herbs. 

CAUTION: In some areas, reuse of water is either 
prohibited by health officers and/or plumbing 

inspectors, or requires an inspection and permit. 
Make sure that it is legal in your area before 
setting up a gray water collection site in your 

home! 

Do: 

1 Use gray water from only your residence for irrigation only 
on your property. 

2 Filter your gray water with something as simple as a stocking 
to trap hair and lint. 

3 Frequently check your plants for evidence of overwatering or 
damage from organic material in gray water.  

4 Use gray water only for flood or drip irrigation.  

5 Connect your gray water system to a septic or sewer system 
in case it has problems. 

6 Structure your irrigation system so it doesn't waste water by 
letting it percolate beyond the root zone.  

7 Have a secure cover for gray water storage for mosquito 
control and safety.  

8 Use PVC or ABS piping. 
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Don't: 

1 Drink your gray water! 

2 Don’t do it if your house is in a flood plain. 

3 Reuse water that contains hazardous chemicals from photo 
labs, car parts or oily rags.  

4 Allow your gray water to pond because it can increase health 
risks and provide breeding grounds for mosquitoes.  

5 Reuse gray water for spray irrigation. 

6 Irrigate root or leaf crops (such as carrots or lettuce) that 
you'll eat. 

7 Reuse gray water if family members suffer from infectious 
diseases, such as diarrhea, hepatitis or internal parasites.  
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TWO-BUTTON TOILETS  

We use 5.8 billion gallons of water to flush 

toilets every single day in the US! New toilets 

are now much more efficient than they once 

were, but if you have an old toilet in your 

house, you’re flushing money down the toilet - 

literally! 

Old toilets used up to 8 gallons of 

fresh water per flush!!! New – 

only 1.6 gallons! 

An ingenious concept adds a second button on 

the standard toilet – allowing for two different quantities of water to be flushed.  Two 

button (also called dual flush) toilets should be a mandatory part of our building codes 

today!   

You really should install these today! 

How does it work?   
Button # 1 … you guessed it … for going # 1  

Flushes only 0.8 gallons! Half the current standard ! 

Here are the stats according to Caroma, an innovator of the 2 button toilet   

 Proven water savings - up to 18,000 gallons (69,000 liters) per year* 
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 Based on 1:4 solid/liquid usage using a 3.5 gal/13 liters toilet for an average 

family of four and 5 flushes/person/day. 

Dual flush toilets are one of the most efficient toilet technologies around today, saving 

23-32% more water than high-efficiency toilets. 

AERATORS 

Every time you turn on the tap, you’re letting water pour down the drain, much of it 

which isn’t used. A low-flow faucet aerator helps to restrict the flow of water, saving a 

surprising amount of water.  

They work in one of two ways: 

✓ Adding air to the flow to increase pressure while decreasing water flow 

✓ Pushing water through much tinier apertures to increase pressure. 

These simple devices work.  And they could save you 13% on your 

annual water consumption. If every faucet in every home in the US were replaced with a 

low-flow aerator, we would save 60 billion gallons of water and $650 million annually! 
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CARE FOR YOUR PIECE OF DIRT! 

Take care of your patch of land. Choosing what products to use on your land, how water 

is used outdoors, and what you plant are all important considerations for those wishing 

to green their home. 

SITE WATER 

Not only do we need to think of how we use water in buildings but the water that falls 

on and around our buildings is also a crucial part of our eco system.   Building codes 

have long required urban and suburban development collect water (rain) in gutters and 

downspouts and empty on the street – to be collected in bigger gutters and run to the 

closest river or ocean.  Watch a Great Video on Rain Water Harvesting 

We effectively wash all our pollution from car 
brake dust, leaked oil, fertilizer and other toxic 

substances right into the ocean while our ground 
water tables continue to deplete. 

 

Why we need ground water? 

The following passage from the US Geological Survey: 

Desert Southwest - Increased ground-water pumping to support population 

growth in south-central Arizona (including the Tucson and Phoenix areas) has 

resulted in water-level declines of between 300 and 500 feet in much of the 

area. Land subsidence was first noticed in the 1940s and subsequently as much 
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as 12.5 feet of subsidence has been measured. Additionally, lowering of the 

water table has resulted in the loss of streamside vegetation. 

 

These pictures show a reach of the Santa Cruz River south of Tucson, Arizona. In 

the 1942 picture vegetation is growing in the riparian (river bank) area the river, 

indicating that sufficient water in the soil existed at a level that plant roots could 

access it. The same site in 1989 shows that the riparian trees have largely 

disappeared as a result of lowered ground-water levels. 

Putting water back in the ground is important. You do this by diverting, slowing, and 

retaining water runoff through a variety of site water control systems.  
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RAIN WATER HARVESTING 

Even if you live in the desert, you likely receive some rain throughout the year. Finding 

ways to collect and use that water on 

your property is another way to 

control your site water.  

It can also be a source of landscape 

irrigation. Relying on rain water for 

your garden and lawn watering needs 

is cheaper and greener than using 

fresh water from the local water 

supply. 

The Eight Principles of Successful Water Harvesting 

Learning how to successfully collect and use rain water is simple and inexpensive. Here 

are the KEYS to making the transition to rain water harvesting. 

The following information has been excerpted from: 

http://www.harvestingrainwater.com.  

1 Begin with long and thoughtful observation.  

Use all your senses to see where the water flows and how. What is working, 

what is not? Build on what works. 

2 Start at the top (highpoint) of your watershed and work your 
way down. 
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Water travels downhill, so collect water at your high points for more immediate 

infiltration and easy gravity-fed distribution. Start at the top where there is less 

volume and velocity of water. 

3 Start small and simple.  

Work at the human scale so you can build and repair everything. Many small 

strategies are far more effective than one big one when you are trying to 

infiltrate water into the soil. 

4 Slow, spread, and infiltrate the flow of water.  

Rather than having water run erosively off the land’s surface, encourage it to 

stick around, “walk” around, and infiltrate into the soil. Slow it, spread it, sink it. 

5 Always plan an overflow route, and manage that  overflow as 
a resource. 

Always have an overflow route for the water in times of extra heavy rains, and 

where possible, use the overflow as a resource. 

6 Maximize living and organic groundcover.  

Create a living sponge so the harvested water is used to create more resources, 

while the soil’s ability to infiltrate and hold water steadily improves. 

7 Maximize beneficial relationships and efficiency by “stacking 
functions.”  
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Get your water harvesting strategies to do more than hold water. Berms can 

double as high-and-dry raised paths. Plantings can be placed to cool buildings in 

summer. Vegetation can be selected to provide food. 

8 Continually reassess your system: the “feedback loop.”  

Observe how your work affects the site, beginning again with the first principle. 

Make any needed changes, using the principles to guide you. 
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DRYWELL PIT   

Drywell pits work by directing rainwater runoff from downspouts into a pit where it is 

transferred deeper into the subsoil. From there, it can gradually seep back into 

groundwater tables rather than running down streets and overflowing local rivers and 

lakes. Here’s an illustration of a drywell pit: 

 

Santa Monica, California is ahead of the game in 
green planning – the city requires building 

projects to supply a “Water Mitigation Plan.”   
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GRASS  

America loves a lawn!  

So does water!  We use 

a huge amount of water 

— about 200 gallons per 

person per day! — just 

to keep our lawns green. 

We also add tons of 

toxic chemicals to keep 

them uniform and 

pristine.   

Minimize your watering 

as much as possible – even better – get rid of some of that lawn and plant some native 

plants.  This photo is an example of “artificial turf” that needs ZERO water! 

PLANTS  

Pay attention to what grows naturally in your area – buy plants native to your local 

climate and those that are drought resistant! These plants have been able to survive for 

decades in the wild without fertilizers, pesticides, or artificial irrigation. That makes 

them perfectly suited for your particular climate and means lower maintenance, lower 

costs, and less environmental degradation. 
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IRRIGATION  

Automatic irrigation if done properly can be a very efficient way of nourishing your 

landscape. The most efficient irrigation method is drip irrigation. This style of irrigation 

provides water at root level to individual plants rather than spraying it indiscriminately 

around your property.  

Another good practice is to water in the early morning and never during the heat of the 

day. This will minimize the amount of water lost to evaporation and will prevent the 

formation of molds. 

HOT AND COLD! 

AIR LEAKS #1 JOB 

It is estimated that houses can have up 

to two miles of cracks !!!  Air leaks can 

occur almost anywhere - around doors, 

windows, and more. This can contribute 

to heat transfer - warm air seeps into 

your home during the summer and 

warm air from inside your home escapes 

to the outdoors during the winter. This 

results in an enormous waste of energy. 

Block air leaks by installing weather 

stripping, caulking, draft stoppers, storm 

doors, and storm windows. 
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ROOF COLOR   

Americans love black roofs!  

Dark roofing materials, coupled with little or no insulation on the underside of the roof – 

cause temperatures to soar!  It is not uncommon to reach temperatures of over 140 

degrees in an attic space. You can improve this situation by installing lighter colors or 

reflective roofing.  

CEILING FANS 

Ceiling fans keep you cool!  Look for an ENERGY STAR 

rated model. 

 

ATTIC FANS  

Attic fans cool hot attics by drawing in cooler outside air from attic vents (soffit and 

gable) and pushing hot air to the outside. Make sure you have adequate venting in your 

roof. To further improve your energy savings, opt for an attic fan that’s powered by 

solar. These are inexpensive and require no wiring. 
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RADIANT BARRIER  

A thin aluminum foil material has the ability to block radiant heat, which can reduce 

temperatures in an attic by almost 30 degrees.  It can be stapled to the underside of 

rafters or be applied over floor joists. 

 

 

FINISHES - VOCs   (VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS) 

VOCs stink!  Demand that your painter use Low or No VOC paint.  There is no 

excuse NOT to use no-VOC paints since there are plenty of options now available and 

they work just as well as other paints. 

VOCs are emitted by a wide array of products including: paints and lacquers, paint 

strippers, cleaning supplies, pesticides, building materials and furnishings, office 

equipment such as copiers and printers, correction fluids and carbonless copy paper, 

graphics and craft materials including glues and adhesives, permanent markers, and 

photographic solutions.  Health effects are deadly from these gases. 
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GET RID OF YOUR CARPET  

Studies show carpet being removed 
from buildings weighs as much as three 
times more than it weighed at the time 

of installation, even when properly 
maintained.    EWWWWW! 

The fact is all kinds of dirt, pollens, and dust mites collect in carpet.  Use a hard surface 

to reduce this build-up of filth. This can help family members with breathing issues. 
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10 LITTLE PRACTICES - EVERY DAY! 

Need even more great green ideas for everyday life? Here are 10 little tips you 

can follow to further increase your family’s green credibility! 

1 Don’t use 5 gallons of water when you brush your teeth.   

Turn the water off when you brush your teeth; when you shave; or when you wash the 

dishes – during all the in between parts.  In other words, load up on the toothpaste, wet 

the brush, turn water off, brush (leave the water off), then turn the water on to rinse.   

2 Insulate accessible hot water pipes  

Purchase black foam rubber insulation to prevent heat loss from 

water moving throughout your home. It’s easy to install and will cut 

your water heating bill even further. You will want either ½” or ¾” 

size depending on your pipe size. 

3 STOP accepting those grocery store plastic bags – get 
reusable bags!   

Between 4 & 5 Trillion plastic bags are produced every year and 4 

of 5 are the grocery type bags.  They don’t get recycled.  They can choke marine and 

land animals and litter our streets and wild spaces.  

Ban the bag! 
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4 STOP putting your trash in a plastic bag (garbage pail liners)  

Skip the plastic liner!  When you throw trash away in a plastic bag, it prevents the stuff 

inside the bag from decomposing and adds another plastic bag to the trash. Rinse your 

trash can once in a while to prevent odor or add a little baking soda. 

5 Plant ONE tree a year!   We’ve all used our share of wood - 
give some back. 

Trees absorb carbon dioxide, breath out oxygen, provide habitat to wildlife, help 

prevent soil erosion and rainwater runoff, shade your home, and more! They’re hard 

working and worth the effort and expense. 

6 STOP buying water in plastic bottles!   

Buy a nice reusable stainless container and fill it at home.  Toxicity, water waste, 

petroleum, cancer causing chemicals used to make disposable bottles, and the non-

recycled trash are just a few of the reasons to STOP. 

7 BUY yourself a really nice travel coffee mug and use it! 

You should never get coffee in a disposable cup. These add trash, require water and 

energy to produce, and are costly for the environment. You’ll often get a discount for 

carrying your own mug, too! 

8 BUY green cleaning products – without phosphates, dyes and 
perfumes! 

Go natural in your cleaning routine to prevent poisoning our waterways and wildlife. 

Vinegar is a great cleaner - usable in almost any cleaning task. 
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9 Water heater - use an insulating jacket – another easy 
project …  

A water heater insulating jacket will help to reduce the amount of energy used by your 

water heater as it will keep the heat in and the cold out. They are inexpensive, but really 

do make a difference! 

 

10 Spread the Word  

Tell your friends to check out theultimatehouse.com and download this free EBook! 
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DISCLAIMER 

Thank you for reading all the way through this Ebook and considering turning your home 

into a green one. Before you get out your hammer and nails, here are a few disclaimers 

regarding the content of this Ebook. 

The building of a home comes with some hazards, requiring that you take appropriate 

precautions at all steps in the process. Be sure to familiarize yourself with all hazards 

posed by the materials, follow safe handling procedures for the materials, and use 

appropriate safety equipment. You’ll need to exercise the knowledge you’ve gained 

here, while following common sense safety guidelines to help prevent mishaps. 

The content of this Ebook is for informational purposes only. The authors make every 

effort to ensure the accuracy of the information in this Ebook, but provide no 

guarantees that all information is accurate or current. We are not responsible for the 

content of any other web pages linked from this Ebook. 

Nor are we, or any members of our organization, responsible for risks, hazards, harm, or 

damages experienced by persons building or renovating their own homes. Persons who 

undertake the projects suggested in this Ebook or information found elsewhere, do so at 

their own risk.  

If you would like to publish a portion or all of this Ebook, please contact me for 

permission:  

Otis Bradley 
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